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Introduction and Background

Measuring a hidden phenomenon

LegalIllegal



Introduction and Background

Despite considerable research defining IFFs is a challenge
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Black Market:
Unauthorized

Irregular
Shadow
Informal

Underground
Illegal

Unobserved
Unreported
Unrecorded

Second

Grey Market:
Unauthorized

Shadow
Informal

Unobserved
Unreported
Unrecorded

Second
Opaque

Informal Agents 
Circumvent, Escape & 
Excluded from the 
Institutional Systems 
of Laws, Rules, 
Rights, 
Regulations & 
Enforcement 
Penalties

Laws, Regulations &
Enforcement 
Penalties govern 
Formal Agents 
engaged in 
Production & 
Exchange

Criminal Acts
(e.g. ML/TF,  
Counterfeits, ID 
Theft, Hacking, 
419/Phising)

Illegal Economy (e.g. Drugs, 
Arms, Organized Crime, 
Sanction Busting, etc.)

Informal Economy
(e.g. Contraband, 

Piracy, etc.)
Unrecorded 
Economy

(e.g. Income/ 
Production 

Accounts, Social 
Grant Corruption, 
Budget Deficits, 

TBML)

Unreported 
Economy

(e.g. Tax Gap)

Informal Economy/Sector
Not taxed, monitored, included in 
any GNP, Unreported Employment
(e.g. Spaza Shops, Shebeens, Taxis 

ARS,  Hawala, Barter, Cash, DIY, 
Self-Employment, Payment in 

Kind,  etc.)

Formal Economy
Taxed, monitored,

included in GNP

White Market/Economy:
Formal

Authorized
Transparent

Observed
Reported
Recorded

First

Unofficial Legitimate

Unofficial Illegitimate

Government 
Corruption, Bribery, 

Illegal Tender 
Practices, Nepotism, 

Patronage, etc.)

Source: South African Financial Intelligence Unit:  IFF project, 2012



Introduction and Background

FIC’s IFF unit looked at IFFs from the top down and bottom up
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The Present

UNECA Paper to Estimating IFFs: Approach

1. Overview
• An overview of the approach describing the high level approach to the 

problem of quantifying IFFs.

2. Data
• A descrption of the data used in the development of the model and an 

analysis of how the pros and cons associated with the choice of data.

3. Methodology
• A descrition of the structure and statistical techniques used in the model.

4. Results
• A review of the model results, usually based on the estimated magnitude 

of IFFs generated by the model.
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The Data Environment

In assessing the data environment for IFFs, four levels of data were identified:

Country Level System of National Accounts Data 

Aggregated data based on the 
System of National Accounts 
(SNA), which is the 
internationally agreed standard 
set of recommendations on 
how to compile measures of 
economic activity. 

e.g. quarterly basis by the South 
African Reserve Bank (SARB) 
with all national accounts 
information

Country Level Official Statistics Data 

Typically aggregated and 
reported by the statistical 
bureau of the country, or other 
entity such as the South African 
Revenue Authority, 
representing official statistics 
for the country. It analyses 
sectoral data that is supplied to 
the South African Reserve Bank 
in order to compile the SNA for 
the country.

e.g. IMF data, government 
trade data, UNCOMTRADE 
data, sectoral production (or 
statistics on 
profitability/income after tax) 
etc. 

Commodity/Sector Level (Official)  Data

Data collected for specific 
categories of goods and 
services or specific industries or 
from specific government 
sources. However, this data is 
analysed and becomes an 
analytical data set. 

e.g. large scale government 
administrative datasets (or 
samples thereof); Country-by-
Country reports to the OECD; 
Country Reporting Standard 
submitted to the OECD; data on 
gold exports from South Africa 
or an MNE dataset; Corporate 
entities tax return datasets; etc. 

Transaction Level Data

Data collected at individual 
transactions level. This data is 
typically very large and contains 
significant amounts of detail.

e.g. data collected from banks 
and other financial institutions, 
cross border data flows held by 
the SARB, customs data, tax 
returns data, etc.
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Evaluating and Scoring the Existing IFF Models 

• A scoring framework was developed with
the following five core pillars:

• Timeliness;
• Relevance;
• Accuracy;
• Coverage; and
• Impact

• These five pillars represent the key
attributes of a universal IFF indicator. For
each pillar, a generic score ranging from 1
(lowest) to 5 (highest) is possible.

• Ease to replicate
• Data availability
• Model structure

Timeliness

• Developing economy context
• Channels of IFF
• Types of IFFs

Relevance

• Data accuracy
• Statistical Techniques
• Limited assumptions
• Minimal sensitivity

Accuracy

• Multi-country application
• Effort to extend model to other 

countries
Coverage

• Generates useful policy info
• Generates powerful diagnostic 

information
Impact

The TRAC-I Scoring Framework
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The IFF Scoring Framework for Data

A Data Quality Framework was also 
constructed, comprising:

• Availability of required data;

• Quantity of required data;

• Universality of data across countries; and

• Granularity of data

• Readily available
• Limited barriers to 

access
Availability

• Multiple years
• DisaggregatedQuantity

• Available in all 
countries

• Consistent across 
countries

Universality

• Multiple layers
• Sector/product specificGranularity

The key challenge in estimating and measuring IFFs is the 
availability of compressive, detailed and accurate data.
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Overview of the Finding – Methodology and Data Scoring of IFF Methods
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Introducing Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence

“Machine learning (ML) is a method of data analysis that automates analytical 
model building. It is a branch of Artificial Intelligence (AI) based on the idea that 
systems can learn from data, identify patterns and make decisions with minimal 

human intervention - SAS”

• Machine Learning has introduced Deep Learning increasing the sophistication of 
ML and its applications.

• Financial and Banking sectors use machine learning to fight fraud and money 
laundering. 

• Research suggests that the adoption of machine learning based intelligence could 
drastically improve a countries ability to identify, measure and prevent illicit 
financial flows.

• Existing machine learning solutions in the tax evasion and money laundering 
space have been developed and implemented, however this is mainly in private 
sector institutions.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Machine Learning has been around since the 1950s. Recent innovations introducing Deep Learning increases the variety of ML applications.Financial and Banking sectors use machine learning to fight fraud and money laundering by detect potentially illegal tractions or chains of transactions based on historical patterns and explicit rules.While there is little evidence of ML solutions to detect illicit financial flows at a national level, research suggests that the adoption of ML based intelligence could drastically improve a countries ability to identify, measure and prevent illicit financial flows.Existing ML solutions in the tax evasion and money laundering space have been developed and implemented, however this is mainly in private sector institutions.
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ML and AI: A Solution for Estimating and Curbing IFFs in the Future

Traditional Models Machine Learning (and AI) Models

• Rely on proven theory to detect 
known patterns or distributions in 
data

• Uses computing power to probe the data for new and 
potentially unknown patterns in data

• Data modelling has been restricted to 
the detection of theoretically known 
phenomena within a dataset. The aim 
was to fit a model to the data. 

• With AI technology and Machine Learning, it is 
possible to sift through massive amounts of data in 
search of the unknown. 

• Illicit transactions are designed to 
pass undetected as far as possible, 
making their detection difficult, time 
consuming and case-specific

• Machine Learning provides a potential solution to this 
challenge where known and unknown patterns can be 
detected, including the slightest deviation from these 
patterns, and can do so at speeds unattainable by 
human beings or even traditional statistical models. 

• By training machine learning models to recognise 
known patterns and unknown patterns of illicit trade, 
there is huge potential for improved IFF detection, 
quantification and eventual reduction. 

• ML techniques can augment/upgrade existing IFF 
models

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Traditional ModelsRely on proven theory to detect known patterns or distributions in dataData modelling has been restricted to the detection of theoretically known phenomena within a dataset. The aim was to fit a model to the data. Illicit transactions are designed to pass undetected as far as possible; this is what makes their detection so difficult, time consuming and case-by-case specificMachine Learning (and AI) ModelsUses computing power to probe the data for new and potentially unknown patterns in dataHerein lies the power of this technology, particularly in the context of IFF detection. With AI technology and Machine Learning coupled with the rapid improvement in computing capabilities, it is now possible to sift through massive amounts of data in search of the unknown. Machine Learning provides a potential solution to this challenge as it is able to detect both known and unknown patterns, as well as the slightest deviation from these patterns, and can do so at speeds unattainable by human beings or even traditional statistical models. By training ML models to recognise known patterns of illicit trade in a dataset, and allowing the model to find previously unknown patterns of illicit trade, there is huge potential for improved IFF detection, quantification and eventual reduction. ML techniques can be used to augment/upgrade existing IFF models, being used in the banking sector for fraud and financial crime detection, and in the capital markets industry for surveillance and illicit trade monitoring.
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Machine Learning – Understanding the Elements and Appropriateness for IFFs

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Which branches of AI are most suitable for IFF modelling?
(Machine Learning)

Which approach to machine learning is most suitable for IFF 
modelling?

Which types of learning are most suitable for IFF modelling?

Which applications of machine learning are most suitable for IFF 
modelling?

Which machine learning algorithms are most suitable for IFF 
modelling?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Supervised Learning (SL) is used to discover known patterns in largely unknown or unstructured data. The model collates a set of known output labels or parameters, uploads them to the model and “teaches” the model how to interpret and use them to detect patterns in the data.For example, it can anticipate when credit card transactions are likely to be fraudulent based on a supervised set of rules that define tractions as fraudulent.Unsupervised Learning (UL) is used to detect unknown patterns in a known or well-defined set of data. The data points contain no labels, implying that the dataset is void of any predetermined classifications. UL is often used to cluster data into groups that share similar characteristics. It is also used to explore and understand a dataset before applying supervised ML techniques to the model. “The algorithm must figure out what is being shown. The goal is to explore the data and find some structure within. Unsupervised learning works well on transactional data.”Semi-supervised Learning  refers to a type of learning that makes use of two types of data to teach the model what to look for. While SL uses only known parameters or labels in the training of the model, semi-supervised learning trains the model using a dataset containing instances where the outcome is known or labeled amongst data which is unlabeled For example, small amount of labeled data with a large amount of unlabeled data. For the purposes of this research, semi-supervised learning will be considered as supervised learning.Explicit learning, requires the use of a training dataset. This training set, comprising known parameters (labelled outcomes) are imputed into the model. The model uses the explicit dataset to learn a set of patterns which it will later be required to detect in a different dataset. Simply put, if a model is taught to identify a certain pattern in the data based on given parameters, each iteration will result in a positive (adheres to the parameter or patter) or negative (does not adhere to it) result. The model then learns from each iteration and advances its understanding of the pattern based on how and why a given data point was flagged or not. It can also learn from errors or false flags, and adapts based on why an error occurred, applying this logic to similar scenarios going forward. Implicit learning on the contrary refers to the models ability to learn without the application of explicit parameters. Implicit learning is used for unsupervised learning models. These models do not necessarily need to be trained using a training set. Rather, the model is expected to detect patterns in the data with no prior knowledge. Implicit learning implies a looser focus on the exact mandate of a models outcome, as the result (being a set of patterns that were detected) is usually not explicitly known. Classification attempts to categorise data inputs into one or more classes based on its variable characteristics. This is typically done using a supervised learning approach where classes are defined explicitly based on variable criteria. In the IFF context, transaction data could be classified into low, medium or high potential for illicit behaviour. The classification subsets include the following:Two-class Classification, which classifies data points into one of two classes. For example, in the IFF context these classes may be defined as Illicit or licit. Multi-class Classification, categorises data points into more than two classes. For example, in the IFF context these classes may be defined as low, medium and high risk of illicit behaviour.Anomaly Detection is used in scenarios where the variation and complexity of a pattern is so vast that it is almost impossible to train the model using examples of the desired pattern. In this case, the model simply learns what normal behaviour looks like and searches for anything that differs from the norm. In this way it is classified as a supervised model. “In fraud detection, for example, any highly unusual credit card spending patterns are suspect. The possible variations are so numerous and the training examples so few, that it's not feasible to learn what fraudulent activity looks like. The approach that anomaly detection takes is to simply learn what normal activity looks like (using a history non-fraudulent transactions) and identify anything that is significantly different.”Clustering can be viewed as an unsupervised version of classification. Data is sorted into similar clusters based on variable characteristics. This approach would be useful in a situation where little or no prior knowledge exists regarding patterns in the data. “For these reasons, clustering is often used in the early phases of machine learning tasks, to explore the data and discover unexpected correlations.” In the IFF context, clustering could be used to assemble a set of transaction categories based on similar characteristics. These clusters could then be classified according to the likelihood of illicitness. 
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Machine Learning – Understanding the Elements

• The core feature of any Machine Learning model is the ability to learn.
• This learning can take place explicitly, where a body of knowledge is taught to the machine, or implicitly, where

the machine begins to learn independently of the explicit information. This forms the primary difference
between supervised and unsupervised learning. Learning takes place at different stages of a models lifecycle,

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LEVEL 1: ML BranchLEVEL 2: ML ApproachSupervised Learning (SL) is used to discover known patterns in largely unknown or unstructured data. The model collates a set of known output labels or parameters, uploads them to the model and “teaches” the model how to interpret and use them to detect patterns in the data.For example, it can anticipate when credit card transactions are likely to be fraudulent based on a supervised set of rules that define tractions as fraudulent.Unsupervised Learning (UL) is used to detect unknown patterns in a known or well-defined set of data. The data points contain no labels, implying that the dataset is void of any predetermined classifications. UL is often used to cluster data into groups that share similar characteristics. It is also used to explore and understand a dataset before applying supervised ML techniques to the model. “The algorithm must figure out what is being shown. The goal is to explore the data and find some structure within. Unsupervised learning works well on transactional data.”Semi-supervised Learning  refers to a type of learning that makes use of two types of data to teach the model what to look for. While SL uses only known parameters or labels in the training of the model, semi-supervised learning trains the model using a dataset containing instances where the outcome is known or labeled amongst data which is unlabeled For example, small amount of labeled data with a large amount of unlabeled data. For the purposes of this research, semi-supervised learning will be considered as supervised learning.Explicit learning, requires the use of a training dataset. This training set, comprising known parameters (labelled outcomes) are imputed into the model. The model uses the explicit dataset to learn a set of patterns which it will later be required to detect in a different dataset. Simply put, if a model is taught to identify a certain pattern in the data based on given parameters, each iteration will result in a positive (adheres to the parameter or patter) or negative (does not adhere to it) result. The model then learns from each iteration and advances its understanding of the pattern based on how and why a given data point was flagged or not. It can also learn from errors or false flags, and adapts based on why an error occurred, applying this logic to similar scenarios going forward. Implicit learning on the contrary refers to the models ability to learn without the application of explicit parameters. Implicit learning is used for unsupervised learning models. These models do not necessarily need to be trained using a training set. Rather, the model is expected to detect patterns in the data with no prior knowledge. Implicit learning implies a looser focus on the exact mandate of a models outcome, as the result (being a set of patterns that were detected) is usually not explicitly known. Classification attempts to categorise data inputs into one or more classes based on its variable characteristics. This is typically done using a supervised learning approach where classes are defined explicitly based on variable criteria. In the IFF context, transaction data could be classified into low, medium or high potential for illicit behaviour. The classification subsets include the following:Two-class Classification, which classifies data points into one of two classes. For example, in the IFF context these classes may be defined as Illicit or licit. Multi-class Classification, categorises data points into more than two classes. For example, in the IFF context these classes may be defined as low, medium and high risk of illicit behaviour.Anomaly Detection is used in scenarios where the variation and complexity of a pattern is so vast that it is almost impossible to train the model using examples of the desired pattern. In this case, the model simply learns what normal behaviour looks like and searches for anything that differs from the norm. In this way it is classified as a supervised model. “In fraud detection, for example, any highly unusual credit card spending patterns are suspect. The possible variations are so numerous and the training examples so few, that it's not feasible to learn what fraudulent activity looks like. The approach that anomaly detection takes is to simply learn what normal activity looks like (using a history non-fraudulent transactions) and identify anything that is significantly different.”Clustering can be viewed as an unsupervised version of classification. Data is sorted into similar clusters based on variable characteristics. This approach would be useful in a situation where little or no prior knowledge exists regarding patterns in the data. “For these reasons, clustering is often used in the early phases of machine learning tasks, to explore the data and discover unexpected correlations.” In the IFF context, clustering could be used to assemble a set of transaction categories based on similar characteristics. These clusters could then be classified according to the likelihood of illicitness. 
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Examples of Machine Learning Solutions in the IFF Space

There are a few examples of ML solutions applied to IFFs as shown below. Bare in mind that these solutions are geared towards
detection of IFFs and therefore operate in real time, detecting illicit transactions as they occur. These solutions can be used to 
identify illicit transactions as they occur or can be applied to historical data to measure the magnitude of IFFs

Case Study 1
• Title: Credit card fraud

forecasting model based on
clustering analysis and
integrated support vector
machine

• Author: Chunhua Wang and
Dong Han

• Year: 2018
• Country: China
• Publisher: School of Animation, 

Huanghuai University, 
Zhumadian, Henan

The results of the study
indicate that the use of
machine learning algorithms are
suitable for the detection and
forecasting of credit card fraud.

Case Study 2
• Title: Neural Network Analysis of

International Trade
• Author: Isaac Wohl and Jim

Kennedy
• Year: 2018
• Country: United States
• Publisher: U.S. International Trade

Commission (USITC)

It is expected that neural
networks would have equal or
better predictive accuracy than
the other estimators, since neural
networks with the right
specifications can approximate
any continuous function, linear or
non-linear.

Case Study 3
• Title: Neural network models:

Foundations and applications to an
audit decision problem

• Author: Rebecca C. Wu
• Year: 1997
• Country: Republic of China
• Publisher: National Taiwan

University, Taipei, Taiwan

The results indicated that the
neural network was able to predict
potential tax abuse cases with 94
percent accuracy using a two-
layered model and with 95 percent
accuracy using a three-layered
model.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Case study 1: This can be achieved using a number of different approaches to the problem. Using Clustering and Adboost, accuracy improves to 98%, which is very high compared to traditional statistical modelsCase Study 2: The results of the study indicate that the neural network predicts actual trade values with the lowest RMSE (highest degree of accuracy). “It achieves a 52 percent reduction in out-of-sample RMSE compared to the PPML estimator on the same dataset, and a 99 percent reduction compared to the OLS estimator. It is expected that neural networks would have equal or better predictive accuracy than the other estimators, since neural networks with the right specifications can approximate any continuous function, linear or non-linear. ” Case study 3: The findings indicate that neural networks are a viable solution for the screening of tax evasion and when trained using known cases of tax violations can predict outcomes with a very high degree of accuracy. “If the training set data is a good representation of the problem domain and that domain exhibits structural similarities between attributes and decisions on classification, an effective algorithm will be able to identify that structure.”



The Roadmap to Indicator 16.4.1
Lessons for Developing Indicator 16.1.4 from Heading the IFF Unit at SA’s FIC

• Lesson 1: Definition is key but don’t get stuck there
• Lesson 2: Multiplicity – we used multiple models,

data sources, multiple approaches, levels of
modelling, etc. Think composite/multi-level latent
variable indicator

• Lesson 3: Look at the productive and monetary
sides of the economy when measuring: This might
be one of the most important factors, especially for
trade, tax evasion, criminal economy, etc.

• Lesson 4: Think top-down and bottom up.
• Lesson 5: Some measure is better than no

measure…
• Lesson 6: We weren’t allowed to use

transactional/administrative data, despite setting
up MOUs; that didn’t stop us. Use all data sources
available and proxies and alternate data sources…

Does this feel familiar? 

• Lesson 7: You will always be criticized … it’s a latent variable
• Lesson 8: Pilot, test, iterate, adapt and repeat…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOTES:  Lesson 1: Definition is key but don’t get stuck there. We spent 8 months on definitions. Lesson 2: Multiplicity is key – we used multiple models, data sources, multiple approaches, levels of modelling, etc. We used many models to guide us as to whether we were heading in the right direction. We used top down and bottom up approaches, we used macro models using SNA data and meso or micro models with model granular data. Think composite indicatorLesson 3: We blended the productive and monetary sides of the economy. This might be a very important key, especially for trade, tax evasion, criminal economy, etc. Lesson 4: Think top-down and bottom up.Lesson 5: Some measure is better than no measure. Lesson 6: We weren’t allowed to use administrative data, despite setting up M 



The Roadmap to Indicator 16.4.1
Recommendations in Developing Indicator 16.4.1

Unlawful commercial 
activities or ‘Commercial 

tax evasion’ (including 
transfer mispricing, trade 

mis-invoicing, unlawful tax 
avoidance)

Corruption
Criminal (black 

markets, trafficking, 
counterfeit goods etc)

• Estimates for the future? Pilot of an Artificial
Intelligence and Machine Learning model using
granular, transactional and administrative data with
Deep Learning.

• Go for a composite indicator but take care not to double
count. Use FATF, other indicators or risk models

• Good methodologies with limited or analytical databases
ought to be avoided

• Tørsløv et al is a good models using SNA Macro data.

• Guided by your Theory of Change, empower
governments to proactively curb IFFs

• Officially published data is king
• Estimates are relevant in developing countries where

transactional, administrative data is not available.

• Risk models are useful from a policy prescript/diagnostic perspective.
• The MIMIC, Hot Money and Currency Demand models are estimates but perform well because their

simplicity, access to globally accessible time series data and the ease of replicability.
• The trade mis-invoicing models (transactional) by Zdanowicz and Pak perform well. Nicolaou and Wu models

address double counting and provide more useful policy insights and
diagnostic capabilities.

Primary Challenge in Estimating IFFs:

Clandestine 
activities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recommendations  Most models fall into the average to good category. However, most models and indicators proposed are in fact estimates, requiring assumptions to be made on official data sources from all countries across the world, in a manner that is easy, consistent and replicable. The development of an indicator is in fact designed to drive positive change and to effectively monitor and track whether progress has been made in significantly reducing IFFs.  In identifying a suitable indicator, some of the following more general recommendations are made: Develop an indicator with a desired Theory of Change in mind: In other words, when developing SDG indicator 16.4.1.a, it is important to ensure that the indicator achieves the desired TOC. In this case, the TOC or the long-term outcome is to significantly reduce IFFs. Thus, developing an indicator that measures and tracks IFFs is not a sufficient condition or requirement to bring about any meaningful change for developing countries. The indicator should also be able to provide the necessary insights to policy makers in developing and developed countries alike, to work towards achieving the long term goal of significantly reducing IFFs. The indicator should empower governments to proactively curb IFFs: It’s important to note that once illicit flows leak out of a sovereign state, the ability to recoup and repatriate those monies back to the sovereign state is very difficult, complex, complicated, time consuming and costly. The best intervention is prevention and thus a proactive stance that is errs on the side of caution or more conservative approaches to prevent the leakage is far better than a reactive endeavour to repatriate the monies back to the sovereign stateIndependent assessment of models using TRAC and TRAC-I Approach: The current assessment of the methodologies and possible indicators is subjective and the evaluation of the author. It is important to gather a multi-disciplinary team of experts comprising: IFF experts, policy makers, academics, statisticians and economic/mathematical modelers, members from the UNECA, UNODC and UNCTAD to evaluate the various methodologies (as indicators). This can be done in the form of a focus group discussion session or alternatively, selected experts can populate the questionnaire/model and submit to the UNECA team. The team can gather all the results, average them out and apply them to the current excel model, developing an independent but consensus view of the various models. This panel of experts can also debate which criteria are relevant and should be retained and whether they should be weighted. Thus, this approach allows policy experts and readers the benefit of choosing a methodology that meets their specific needs. For example, a policy person would choose a model with a high impact, timeliness and relevance, with relative accuracy. More importantly, for a policy practitioner, the use of official statistics is for more important than the use of smaller analytical databases.  On the other hand, a statistician developing an indicator for 16.4.1, would be far more interested in accuracy, coverage, relevance and timeliness with specific emphasis on the data score.Pilot of an Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning model using big data analytics and Neural Networks: AI and ML approaches using big data analytics, the various algorithms and neural networks  is a critical ingredient in developing a measurement indicator rather than an estimate. This requires close collaboration with the relevant government authorities to obtain the necessary high-level political approvals to use the transactional, administrative data. Several case studies have been proposed and these could be used, especially the tax evasion and trade mis-invoicing cases. The UNECA needs to run a pilot study modelling an IFF tax evasion indicator using AI and ML applied to, for example, transactional tax declarations, customs declarations, cross border flow payments, etc. The data should not just be limited to what is available in the public domain. These findings should form part of the composite indicator. This could be piloted for South Africa and possibly Namibia who are currently keen to take the AI work forward. Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning is a technology tool not just a modelling approach: AI and ML is not just a methodological approach. In fact it is a technology coupled with software platforms that make it easier to collate and mine date while developing relevant, responsive, experimental, adaptive models. For example, some of the latest statistical and mathematical modelling packages crawl over databases, circumventing the need to ensure that all the data is house, merged and matched on one or two services in one locale. Using richer transactional data and combining AI and ML with some of the models developed by Zdanowicz, Tørsløv, et. al., Cobham et al., UNCTAD, the OECD, GFI, Nicolaou et al., the tax gaps microsimulation models etc. will go a long way into moving away from estimates towards measurements.Estimates will be relevant in developing countries where transactional, administrative data is not available. All models that use any macroeconomic data are estimates. Measurements are only possible with transactional data (preferably not aggregated). Transactional administrative data allow the problem to be measured from a top down perspective and while this has been really costly in the past, in a digital age, this is no longer an obstacle and a bottom up approach can also be developed. Data challenges in developing countries, in other words the lack of transactional administrative data, especially in light of the protection of personal information, might make it impossible to access such information globally. In this instance, it is recommended that the estimate methods evaluated be utilized. Estimates are sufficient since this is a clandestine activity being measured: Cobman rightly states that it is necessary to move away from estimates towards measurements. IFFs and their various channels are illegal and are by nature hidden, clandestine activities. From a policy perspective it is more important to provide insights to developing and developed sovereign governments to proactively curb IFFs and estimates are sufficient if they are consistently tracked over a period of time. National governments struggle to get accurate national accounts data recorded, how much more difficult will it be to record and track a hidden one?Officially published data is king, especially national accounts data: In the public sector, any models that do not use officially published statistics, are generally discounted by governments. The advantage of SNA MACRO data sources, is that they are standardized, and reporting is managed through stringent guidelines with large pools of resources both in the government and at the UN for example to manage and ensure correct and more accurate reporting.  Looking at the methodologies, the following specific recommendations are made:  The optimal models as indicators need to have strong methodologies, excellent data scores coupled with an ability to impact on policy. However, if we evaluate the models from a policy impact perspective, then the best model would be a very different model and in this instance, some of the risk-based models are far more useful in providing diagnostic and policy remedial information. To move towards measurement and away from estimates, AI and ML models perform the best using transactional (big data) sets: AI and ML models are the most powerful methodologies and techniques, the data would need to be accessed with special permission from governments. Section 7 highlights how  AI and ML through neural network models can effectively model tax evasion (by Tabendeh and Jusoh) and trade mis-invoicing (by Wohl and Kennedy).  Granular, transactional and administrative data should be applied to some of the other methodological approaches if such data were available. For example, the Cobham and Janský international tax model or the Cobham risk assessment model, become richer in light of granular data.   Composite indicators are more useful but care needs to be taken when compiling these not to double count: This is evident from the Cobham risk-based model and the South African FIC Composite IFF model as well as GFI’s blended model, which provide useful insights into curbing illicit clandestine activities. From a policy perspective it is very useful as well. This points to the notion that a weighted composite indicator should be used as it would be most useful from a statistical and policy perspective. Cobham’s risk based approach combines perceptions risk data with measures of tax avoidance, which renders it a far more useful methodology, policy tool and indicator.  Good methodologies with limited or analytical databases ought to be avoided: Clausing, and Cobham and Janský models are good but would be more effective if they were applied to globally accessible national accounts databases. They are more effective in modelling and quantifying tax evasion for the OECD or US multi-nationals. Opportunities need to be explored as to how good methodologies can be applied to other datasets resulting in a more comprehensive global analysis, unless the hypothesis is that top perpetrating companies are included in the existing Oribis dataset for example.  Cobham and Janský’s proposed reliance on the OECD’s Common Reporting Standard is problematic as this is an analytical database, which means that the data has been manipulated.  Tørsløv et al model is an excellent model, uses SNA MACRO data, meaning that the coverage, universality, timeliness and relevance of the model and its data is much better than the other models used. From this perspective, this is in fact a preferred model and approach.  Risk models are also useful from a policy prescript and diagnostic perspective. There are several risk models with heat maps providing diagnostic capability that could be complemented with measurement models, creating a composite indicator. The reason these models don’t perform well is that they are risk models that require experts within countries to run focus workshops to address the highly subjective ranking. Moreover, the questionnaires are detailed and drill down to very specific problems within organisations that have IFF touch points. The model is easy to navigate, use and populate and has the distinct advantage of being used regularly (i.e. annually or biannually), to track progress in implementing the risk mitigating, contextually-oriented solutions. While the tool does not offer precise solutions, its diagnostic capability is prescriptive enough to provide insights and guidance to government officials. One of the most powerful models is the IFF CRP risk model and the national risk assessment on beneficial ownership. The latter model is probably the most powerful lever in curbing IFFs.    The MIMIC, Hot Money and Currency Demand models are estimates but perform well because their simplicity, the access to globally accessible time series data and the ease of replicability. These are not necessarily perfect IFF indicator models but they show that a good indicator is one that is easily replicable, simple and has access to a wide database, not necessarily with depth. Much like the way Cobham and GFI use them, it is recommended that they be used as part of a blended composite indicator, only as one of the possible magnitude variables for that model. GFI’s blended model produces relatively good results and is an above average model clustered nearer the better performing models. This is partly because it is a blended model using SNA MACRO data making it applicable globally and replicable with ease. Models that use SNA-MACRO data obtain higher scores, resulting in an inherent bias in the TRAC and TRAC-I score. This is largely due to the fact that these are national official statistics with significantly more resources to collect, collate, clean and mine this data for reporting to international bodies such as the UN, the IMF and the OECD, to mention but a few. The trade mis-invoicing models by Zdanowicz and Pak perform well as they are transactions based models. However, the Nicolaou and Wu models (similar to Ndikumana) adjusted with actual c.i.f. and an attractiveness indicator, addresses the double counting in the trade mis-invoicing models and provides more useful policy insights and diagnostics.  These are  some of the key recommendations made from the findings, but certainly not the only ones. The most important take away, is that an indicator should be developed with the intention to change behaviour, namely to curb IFFs by sovereign governments and to do so in a manner that uses the  methods relevant to a digital modernising world embarking on the fourth industrial revolution. The Namibian Financial Intelligence Unit housed within the Central Bank is keen to pilot a study using AI and ML from an IFF risk assessment perspective, using big data analytics as well to generate machine learned exception aimed at curbing IFFs through tax evasion, money laundering and terror financing. 



Data  Quality 
Assurance

The Journey - Roadmap

Implementing an AI and ML Pilot
IMF vs UNCTAD datasets

Variances of results due to different reporting standards

Implications of poor data quality for ML (garbage in – garbage out)

Data  
Granularity

Progression from high level data (BoP, National Accounts etc.) to transaction level data 
(customs, SARS, Banks etc.)

The greater the volume of data, the better (for ML). This is assuming that data quality is 
acceptable

Speak to live anomaly detection to identify and prevent IFFs.
This requires a robust relational dataset between the various entities in a country 
(customs, SARS, banks etc.)

Identifying 
Proxies

a) generate data where it is missing
In most cases, data availability is an issue. To address this issue it is useful to use proxies to 
estimate missing data.

b) validate data and estimates.
Where data has been aggregated or estimated, proxies are useful to test results against other 
data at a high level

c) better understand data
Even if a data source is trusted and validated, the use of external datasets to better understand 
or further disaggregate the data is often useful

Implement Live Pilots that draw on real time/live data sources

1

2

4
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Conclusions on the Journey/Road Map

Roadmap from Today to Measuring IFFs in 2030

• Most of the Existing Models are Problematic because of the Underlying Data
• In the absence of Machine Learning Models, the existing models will do
• A KEY to success is to PILOT Machine Learning Models in developing countries using

transactional data … this will change the indicator in the future.
• My take as a policy practitioner: Develop a latent multi-level or composite indicator

with discrete elements to include:
1. Measure: Trade mis-invoicing measure (Nicolaou-Wu TBML model or other

improved versions relying on Comtrade) (Country Level official data) OR a
transactional model (Zdanowicz&Pak

2. Measure: Add GFI’s World Bank Residual Component (for a Balance of
Payment’s analysis)

3. Measure: Add a tax evasion/tax shifting component (Cobham and Jansky,
Torslov etc.)

4. Risk Index/Model: Add a risk indicator either from: Cobham’s Risk Model OR
GIZ’s CRA Tool

5. Measure: Add a criminal economy measure (UNODC work or Walker’s Gravity
Model or Currency Demand Model (latent estimate of black money)

6. Index: Add a risk/transparency index for corruption
7. Consider a composite index: FATF’s Mutual Evaluations or 40+ recommendations,

FSI, Walker’s Trade Gravity Model and ML Attractiveness Index

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most of the Existing Models are Problematic because of the Underlying DataBetter data would improve the validity of the Trade Mispricing models, which at the moment are not deemed to be acceptable. Methodologically, the models are good, the underpinning data is an issue. Exchange rate estimations for UNCOMTRADE and IMF need to be improved, drawing from real-time exchange rates. These can account for up to 40 percent of the data noise.UCR will improve the source and destination issues in the dataMACRO SNA models: The Torslov model Cobham and Jansky and Clausing models are good models for tax evasionCustoms Transactional Models: Pak and Zdanovicz fare well from a trade mis-invoicing models.In the absence of transactional data, the Nicolaou-Wu (TBML model fares better) as well as the UNECA model.
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